**Photo 1.** *Site 1.* Existing trail along stream (photo looking upstream)

**Photo 2.** *Site 2.* Concrete and block on stream bank
**Photo 3.** Site 3. Eroding outer bank upstream of riprap (photo looking downstream)

**Photo 4.** Site 4. Undercut swale and downstream bank
Photo 5. Site 5. Moderate erosion on steep bank

Photo 6. Site 6. Steep eroding bank
Photo 7. Site 7. Stream bed debris & non-native materials

Photo 8. Site 8. Top of stream bank
**Photo 9. Site 9. Undercut bank**

**Photo 10. Site 10. Protruding Culvert**
Photo 11. Site 11. Protruding culvert

Photo 12. Site 12. Minor to moderate erosion on stream bank downstream of riprap
**Photo 13. Site 13. Undercut bank**

![Photo 13. Site 13. Undercut bank](image1)

**Photo 14. Site 14. Bare lower banks**

![Photo 14. Site 14. Bare lower banks](image2)
Photo 15. Site 15. Brush in overflow channel